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. egents & County
. _l.IB.~~A-uthorize Lease
·~~ ·~By' tom Kensler

BCMC
operating
budget.'' sibility of manning and operating
In a joint meeting yesterday the Commissioner David Santillanes the hospital under one roof. We
UNM Board of Regents and disagreed with the logic of the have had too many government
Bernalillo County Commission formula. "We generate $4 million bodies involved, and their lack of
conditionally approved a draft of a in taxes out of Bernalillo County communication has jeopardized
lease agreement which would allow and should have the majority of the this fine institution," Morris said.
Janet Roebuck
UNM to rent the Bernalillo County board members," he said.
The Commissioners and Regents
But Santillanes relented when unanimously agreed that the State
.Medical Center from the county for
$1 per year.
commissioner Wray Simmons' of New Mexico should eventually
The approval is contingent upon amendment to a give a commitment purchase the hospital. UNM
the re-writing of the lease of preference for the care of the President William E. Davis said
agreement by legal representatives underprivileged was introduced.
that "the State has the responoftlie two bodies.
,
Commissioners
James
P. sibility to support the one teaching
The approvalfollowed resolution "Corky" Morris and Robert hospital in New Mexico," He said
of guidelines for the creation of a Hawk," who had supported the 35 other states support university
hospital board. The board will be Regents' fight for total ap- hospitals. Commissioners San'
governing body of the institution.
pointment responsibility, voted tillanes and Morris said the county
·Responsibility of the hospital board against the final compromise lease is unable to support the spiraling
appointments had' been the major agreement. "The lease agreement costs of health, especially for the
impasse in the approval of the was conceived to put the respon- indigent.
1964 (which gives HEW its power) draft, which was first drawn up in
By Ruth S. lntress
mid-January.
The responsibility of UNM to but the procedure of administering
The original draft would have
ensure the rights of a Chicano the Act," she said.
given the UNM Regents sole
student
claiming
he
was
Prouse said a professor must be· authority to appoint the board. ·
discriminated against by UNM free from exterior political However, Tuesday night the
Prof. Keith Auger have been pressures and outside agencies County Commission voted 3-2 to
fulfilled, said a joint statement ·coming into the universities in order retain final approval of all selecmade by the president of the 'to teach. This does not mean a tions.
proposals by organizations must be
By Larry Holgerson
Faculty Senate and the chairperson professor has a blanket license to
The compromise lease allows the
The new Graduate Students pre!;ented to the council for apfor the Academic, Freedom and do as he pleases in a classroom, he . Regents to appoint four board Association (GSA) constitution proval by a GSA council member.
Tenure committe (AFTC).
Candidate applications for the
said. Everything a professor does at members, while the County ·passed by a vote of 120-4 in
In a statement released at a press UNM is subject to review .by the Commission will have the Wednesday's election and goes into position of president of the GSA
conference Tuesday, Prof. Janet AFTC, he said.·
for the 1977-78 terms may be
effect immediately.
responsibility of one appointment.
Roebuck, chairperson of the
Regent Henry Jaramillo in-.
.Ac~ording to _t,h_e new c~n- . picked up the week of March 24· (AFTC) and Prof. Peter Prouse,
"However Auger's case is set- traduced the amendment,- ex-~· stttut10n, the posttton of vtce- April 4. The election w\11 take place
president of the Faculty Sen~te, tled, the issues it raises will not go . plaining thai ilie·one-to-four ratio presid~nt ~ill- be. ~emoved and a the second week of April.
GSA President Carl Bradford
said the results of ih'e reviews away, They will have to be settled,'' "is in line with the ratio of the council charrman ~II be elected by
about the election, "124
said
already conducted by UNM show Prouse said.
-..county's contribution to the yearly the GSA council and budget
student votes out of 3000 graduate
no reasonable cause for any further
students is a v.;:ry meager turnout.
investigation of Prof. Auger's
We are hoping for a better response
grading practices.
for the election in April.'' The Law
School poll collected the most votes
The student (his name cannot be
released under present privacy laws)
services have grown from researching and drafting to while the SUB poll collected the
By Rebekah Szymanski
lowest.
and his work were reviewed by the
SANTA FE-Most of New Mexico's legislative preparing memorandums, providing lib~ary ~ervices,
Budget hearings to re-establish
Undergraduate Committee of the roots grow out of the Legislative Council Service ori revising statutes in the state laws, dom~ 11~-del;'th
department
of
Elementary the third floor of the State Capitol. ·
studies of major problems, sorting and d1stnbutmg the 1977-78 budget will begin April
6-7. The decision for choosing the
Education, and the College of
Behind the majority of bills introduced in the biils and producing daily bill locators and calendars.
Education's Student Petitions legislature, is a staff of, about 60 full-time members
They work seven days a week and about 16 hours a finance committee for the apCommittee, both of which included who research, draft, rewrite, revise and print the bills day, Buchanan said. "From now on it'll be an all- proaching budget hearings will be
minority representatives. University for the legislators.
night affair. The typesetters and proofreaders ·are on decided at a special council breakofficials who reviewed the case·
Director of the Council Service, Clay Buchanan, two shifts. And the draftsmen by and large are here all fast March 26 at the HoJiday Inn.
The GSA celebration March 4
include David Darling, Dean of the said the staff is composed primarily of lawyers and the time."
will feature the Jive country-western
· College of Education, Provost political scientists whb are all "political eunuchs."
group
"L.JJ. Cottonwood," with
. Chester Travelstead and UNM
During
the
session
there
are
about
60
full-time
staff
"We provide service for everybody; our services are
the
food
and beer being supplied by
President William E. Dav.is.
members and about 30 during the interim. "We have
. all nonpartisan," Buchanan said. "We suppress our
the
GSA.
The celebration will
Roebuck said the Department of own opinions. The legislators come in with a problem
people drafting bills all year round, though/'
begin
at
8:30
at
the Golden Inn and
Health, Education and Wel.fare and we solve it."
Buchanan said.
1:30
a.m.
The GSA asks
last
until
demanded to see the grades giVen
He said the Legislative Council Service used to be
The exact process that the legislators use to get their
graduate-students
to
bring a UNM
by Auger during the past three yeats bills drafted, Buchanan said, is as varied as the. known as "Mig alley because they were always being
I.
D.,
and
bring
a
guest.
before it examined the reports made legislators are. "Usually it's next to the urinal. They
shot down from all Sides by legislators wanting their
by the above individuals.
come in and they say, 'we need a bill on' and I try to
biDs drafted."
remember it. Mostly we just do what we're told. But
The legislators at times do find other means for
"HEW may ask for any material there's no pressure from either political party. They
getting their bills drafted, Buchanan said. Some are
that is· ·pertinent in the case," (the legislators) protect us like mad."
written by the attorney general, some by their own
Prouse said, "but our point is that · The staff was created in 1951. and was originally
lawyers and sometimes they write out their own
the grades given by Auger in past ·. intended to act as a steering committee. Since then its
ideas."
years when the student in question
wasn't even enrolled in his course is
A contract for operation of a ~
not pertinent material."
state children's psychiatric unit a.t
The grades of the entire class in
UNM has been signed by the
which the Chicano st.udent who
Department of Hospitals and
filed the case with HEW was
Institutions (DHI), spokesmen
enrolled, were .handed over to
said.
·
HEW. They· did not show any
The University is scheduled to
discrimination, Prouse said.
sign the contract, leaving only
approval by the State Board of
"Whatever the outcome of the
Finance for the completion of the
HEW review, the release of the
transaction.
grades would suggest that faculty
UNM President William E. Davis
members should gr:ade in •. keeping
said he will be submitting the
with a predetermined distributio)J.
contract to Regent President Henry
of grades according to the race and
Jaramillo for his signature.
national origin of the students,''
The document will go to the
the statement said.
Dept.
of
Finance
and
Roebuck said, ''The issue at
Administration, after which it will
hand is ·not j~st the release of
go to the State Board, of Finance for
Auger's grades, but the whole ~ase
approval on Tuesday.
it brings up for higher education.
In 1975, the state legislature
By taking the issue to J ose~h
authorized construction of the unit
Califano (Secy. of HEW m
and appropriated $2.6 million to
Clay Buchanan is one of several who research and draft bills to be presented on the
Washington)
we . are
not
the DHI for the project.
questioning the Civil Rights. Act of senate and house floors.

Student's Rights
Were Fulfilled,
U. Officials Say·
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Contract Signed
By State Agency
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Peace Evidence Scarce
By Larry Schmidt
MIDDLE EAST- Neither Secretary
of State Cryus Vance nor United
Nations Secretary Oeneral Kurt
· Waldheim, have been able to report
cencrete advances after their
respective tours ofthe Middle East.
Vance recognizes that nothing
can realy be done to organize a
conference until after the Israeli
general elections on May 17,1977.
However, momentum cann.ot be
lost, so in the intervening time,
leaders of the Middle East will
come to call at Washington. It is
thought that these visits will keep
the prospects for peace going and
will prevent the Soviet Union from
being able to enter significantly into
the solution.
While in Jerusalem, Vance
continually stressed the "special
relationship" between the l,Jnited
States and Israel; while Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
noted that the minor differences
between
them
were
just
that-minor. For example, if the ..
United States did not want Isreal to
sell the Kfir, Israel's own homemade fighter plane, to Ecuador,
then Israel would not. (General
Electric supplies the engines for the
plane.)Or, if the particularly lethal
concussion bombs promised by
former President Gerald Ford
could not be delivered, this too

Tensions in Lebanon, however,
are increasing. The right-wing
Phalangist Party has incre<15ed its
attacks against the Palestiniams in
southern Lebanon. The Phalangist
are supported by Israel. Since Israel
1
has rejected the idea of having Arab
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - " peace-keeping forces in southern
could be understood. The real Lebanon, many believe the
problem is that Israelis still reject Lebanese government will ask th~t
the idea of 1\nY kind of dialogue U.N. troops be deployed in thts
with th Palestine Liberation area.
Organization (PLO).
MOZAMBIQUE - Since the.
failure
of all attempts to organize a
The Israelis hope that the PLO
to the Rhodesian problem,
solution
will become a part of Jordan's
delegation.
Jordanian King Ian Smith, prime minister of
Hussein, however, is not especially Rhodesia, has been working on his
liked by the Palestilnians, since he own solution. One aspect of this
attacked the Palestinians in 1970. appears to be to escalate the attacks
The disclosure several weeks ago by on and in Mozambique. There
the Washington Post, that King seems to be two reasons for this
Hussein has received large sums action. One is that the Black
from the CIA, which has been liberation guerrillas, ZIPA, operate
claimed by the PLO for years , has from bases in Mozambique near to
not increased the possibilities that the border with Rhodesia. The
other, and perhaps more sinister
the PLO will join his ranks.
reason, Mozambique will be forced
to
seek aid from Cuba or Russia
Last Sunday, President Anwar
and
thereby, Smith !)opes, the
Sadat of Egypt said in a television
United
States and the West )Viii
interview that peace could be
brought to the Middle East if the have to support him in resisting the
United States would only use its "communitst threat." Mozaminfluence. Sadat indicated that the bique's army is not capable of
PLO would go to Geneva with the resisting the Rhodesian attacks and
Jordanian delegation if this would Mozambiques national economy
produce the desired discussions and safety are now being seriously
threatened.
with Israel.

third

world
report

VENEZUELA- Venezuela has
recalh!d its ambassador in
Washington for consultations after
a report appeared in the New York
Times stating that Carlos Andres
Perez had received payments from
the CIA during the early 1960's.

Subscribe Now!

President Perez denounced the
report as a dishonorable 9on1·:, l'~la"l'S nr Cnnlnt·t L'-'11""
Fast sen·icc, quality and
style at reasonable cost

Cast;y Optical Co.
(.\'ext door to Casey Hcxa/1 Drug)

Lomas

f~:J.\rJ~
By ·united Press International

I

Miner Rescue For-eseen
TOWER CITY, Pa.-Projected time of rescue for a trapped miner
is 2:45 p.m. today, officials said. Rescue workers, drilling at the rate
of about one inch every four minutes, maintained contact Thursday
with the only one of eight trapped miners known to be alive.
John Shutack, federal mine safety official, said workers had drilled
about 12 feet in the 9 hours since drilling began at 6:25a.m. Thursd~y
to free Ronald Adley, 37.
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'Ask President Carter'
WASHINGTON-Preparations were underway at the White
· House Thursday for Saturday's unprecedented two hour radio phonein show, "Ask President Carter." ·
The phones will be operated by personn~l qf CBS, which is br.oadcasting and paying for the program emanatmg from the Oval Off:ce.
The program, which will run from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. EST, Will. be
broadcast live on CBS radio and videotaped for a CBS-TV showmg
on Sunday.

America Gets Squeezed
NEW YORK-Only ~ne in four American families can afford to
buy an average house at today's costs and the price tag for "a typical
home'' could be a cool $78,000 four years from now, a team of urban
affairs experts reported Thursday.
"The cost squeeze on middle income families is replacing the slum
as the major problem in housing in this country," said Bernard J.
Friedman, co-author of a "Think Tank" report financed in part by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
"Homebuilding has gone from a mass.market to a luxury market in
10 years," Friedman said.
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Budget Ceiling Approved
WASHINGTON-Congress Thursda' gave final approval to a new
budget ceiling allowing up to $17.5 billion in tax cuts and job-creating
programs during the next seven months to stimulate the economy.
The House vote was 226 to 173. The Senate acted by voice vote.
There was little debate in either body.
Most of the controversy was left over until next Tuesday when the
House gets down to specifics and considers President Carter's $50 per
person tax rebate plan.
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PJSA, Italy-A four-engine Lockheed-built Italian air force plane
smashed into a mountain shortly after takeoff from this central
Italian city Thursday. Officials said they believed all 44 persons
aboard, including 38 cadets, had died.
Hours after the crash of the Hercules C130 transport plane, only
six bodies had been recovered. Wreckage and the victims' remains
were scattered for a half mile around the crash scene on the rugged
slopes of Mt. Serra.
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Lockheed Plane Hits Mountain

spiracy.

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all iss~;~es
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.
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Parishioners Exchange Blows
PARIS-Roman Catholic rebels demanding a return to Latin
masses came to blows Thursday with parishioners of a church they
are occupying to P.ress their demands. One parish priest was injured.
The' fighting outside St. Nicholas church in the Latin Quarter, occupied since Sunday by about 1,000 rebels, stopped when police
arrived. Police said the unidentified priest was hospitalized but
declined comment on his,injuries.
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'Solar Sailer' Proposed
WASHINGTON-The Federal Space Agency said Thursday il has
awarded design contracts for material and booms for a 160-acre sun
sail as a step towan;l construction of imm·ense solar sailing ships in
space.
The Solar Sailer would use the pressure of reflected sunlight to sail
between the planets as an earth-bound sailboat uses the wind to travel
the seas.
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SANTA FE-Voting on the
senate joint resolution to restrict
New Mexico Military Institute
(NMMI) to only male students was
. delayed until next Tuesday by the
senate c.ommittee of Privileges and
elections.
The resolution, (SJR 7) was
introduced by Sen. R.E. Thorn. pson, D-Chavez, and asks that the
question of integrating NMMI be
"submitted to the people for their
approval or rejection at the next
general election or at any special
election prior to that date which
may be called for that purpose."
People packed the committee's
meeting room: Several mothers and
residents of Roswell spoke against
allowing women. The women said
they had sons attending the school
and that the boys did not want to
allow women. The mothers said the
presence of women would disturb'
the strict military discipline.
Col. Margaret R. Johnson
disagreed with the statement that
women can't take the training. She
said she is a product of the training.
"I served overseas too, under
difficult situations. I replaced men
who were sent back home. There is
no such thing as women not being
able to stand up under discipline of
military service."
ASUNM senator Ona Savage
read a resolution introduced in the
student senate's March 2 meeting.
The resolution stated that the
senators "vehemently urge the
resounding defeat of ·this
prejudiced .piece oflegislation."
It called the resolution "a blatant
act of discrimination against
women and a violation of the
principles of equality before the
law."
A representative from the attorney general's office, in response
to a request by Rep. William
Warren, D-Bern. on whether the
resolution violated the 14th
amendment, said that regardless of
how the state amends the law and
how the voters decide, the federal
law would override it. He said the
equal protection clause would
prohibit the state from maintaining
the institution for men only.
Thompson cited the increase
from $137,000 to $191,000 that he
said the institute would need if
women were admitted as reason to
accept the resolution.
Marine Capt. Randy Logan said,

Property Thefts
Total $851
During Week

I'

...
Dllni'I:)·PIPE:,SOLVES

Vote To Maintain
NMMI All-Male
Postponed by Senate

.'

By Sieve Nolan
Thieves broke into three
automobiles on the UNM campus
last week and stole property worth
$851.40, UNM police said.
A $300 tape deck was stolen
from a sports car after the thief lifted a flap on the left side of the car
to gain entrance, police said.
A thief entered a car on the south
campus by breaking the latch off
the left-vent window. He stole a
$66 CB radio, a $120 tape deck, ·
$107.40 worth of tapes and tools
valued at $78, police said.
At the UNM Arena last Friday, a
car was broken into and $!60 in
clothing and a $20 hair dryer were
stolen, police said.
Police also said that two bicycles
worth a total of $255 were stolen
from the Hokona Zia archway last
Friday afternoon. A witness. s~id
that he observed two people pdmg
away from Hokona on bicycles
·when they each threw a bicycle·
locking chain to the ground.
Another bicycle was stolen from a
Jot west of the BCMC emergency
room on Feb. 2 I after a cable was
severed by a thief; police said.
over the weekend $55.50 worth
of athletic equipment was stolen
from a locker at Johnson Gym,
police also said.

Task Force Rules

I

City Needs Junior College ~

The governor's task force on expected here next month to review out and turn the U of A into an ;:;·
a
community colleges informally the options developed. They set academic two-year college.
tl
agreed in a meeting Wednesday that May 5 as the tentative date for a
E.
a . junior-community college is public hearing on the proposals.
James Killorin, chairman of the ~
needed in Albuquerque. They also
U of A Board of Trustees, said [;'
narrowed the involvement to the
The governor also assigned the unmet needs are "what we've been g
three existing Albuquerque schools state Board of Educational Finance feeding on" but U of A tuition is ' •
that would be affected.
to develop materials hased on the getting so high the university can no ~
proposal.
longer avoid proposing alter- (i.
Those institutions are UNM, the
natives.
::,The task force said two options
University of Albuquerque, and
Once the task force decides if the •.f>.
Albuquerque Technical-Vocational are available for forming a junior school will be a junior college, a \0
....,
college. One would be to link T-V! community college, or a general ....,
Institute.
and the U of ·A together as a college, they must decide if the
A group,
composed
of · comprehensive community coHege. school would be independent ·or
representatives from the above The other would be to leave T-VI associated with UNM.
organizations, the Albuquerque
Public Schools and state officials
agreed that a two-year college is
needed and could serve between
I ,500 and 2,500 in its first year.
. Income tax forms are available to students, faculty and staff in Parrish
They also ruled out establishing an Library, located downstairs in the east wing of the Robert 0. Anderson
institution of higher learning that is School of Business and Administrative Sciences.
not connected to any of three
Forms and instructions are available for federal personal income taxes
'existing post-secondary schools.
and for all states' income taxes. Also on hand are supplemental forms for
The nine-man task force named .reporting business or moving expenses and the New Mexico schedule for
Feb. 9 by Gov. Jerry Apodaca,was those who were residents for only a part of 1976.
asked to submit a formal junior
The library is open until midnight Sunday through Thursday and until 9
college plan by Nov. I. The task p.m. Friday and Saturday. It also stocks a collection of tax research
force also agreed to ask consultants materials and guides.
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"This bill is putting a do1lar
amount on the rights of your own
children. It isn't a question of
whether my daughter has to go to
NMMI, but a question of her right
to choose."
The bill is scheduled to go up for
a vote at the committee's meeting
on Tuesday, March 9, at 8:30a.m.

New Budget
Outlined
For Senate

By Daniel Crain
A spokesman from the New
Mexico Union business office
outlined before the ASUNM Senate
its projected revenue from the
activity fee for 1977-78 Wednesday
night.
Mike Roeder, Asst. Director of
NMU, said that gross revenues
from the activity fee will total
$300,800 for appropriations. There
are currently more than $450,000 in
budget requests from campus
organizations.
The reserve 10 per cent reserve
fund ($33,400) will be held off the
upcoming
spring
budget
referendum and later used to fund
small-budget organizations and
cover any deficits incurred by
ASUNM-financed organizations.
Roeder said that $13,500 of the
$21,000 deficits incurred by film
deficits incurred by film and
speakers committees from 1976 to
present must appear on the spring
budget. The other $7,500 has been
held in reserve by the NMU
business office as a partial offset of
the deficit.
Roeder further suggested that the
senate work toward a system of
accounting for self-generated
revenues going to some ASUNMfinanced organizations, such as
film and speakers committees.
Currently, organizations that
earn revenue beyond what is appropriated by ASUNM (through
ticket sales, for example) can spend
that money on virtually anything,
Roeder said. Roeder called that a
"blank check" for moneygenerating organizations. There is
currently no legislation that would
make organizations accountable for
self-generated money.
In other business, senate passed
two resolutions related to traffic
problems around the University.
Resolution #4 says that the rights
of pedestrians using crossings on
Central Ave. are not being observed
by motorists or the police, and calls
on the University community to
report. all violations of pedestrian
rights to the police and to support
all efforts to alleviate dangerous
conditions on Central.
Resolution #3 calls on the administration and the campus
planning committee to: a) install
additional bike reeks on campus; b)
issue no citations to bicyclists unless
they are riding recklessly; c) provide
bicycle paths in heavily trafficked
areas· and d) insure that persons
with ~ffices or rooms in University
buildings not be harassed for
keeping bikes in them.
The s¢na(e also approved the
creation of a third salaried
researcher position in 0 RCA.

Tax Forms Supplied

Buiet!
B·I·C Turntables are very quiet. That means that your music won't
be muddled by rumble, or affected by wow or flutter. All four B·l·C
turntables you see here share the same advances that make quiet, accurate performance possible: a compact 24-pole low-speed synchronous
motor, a vastly simplified programming system, and a belt drive design.
But- there's more. Read on.

1000

The B I C 1000 is the top of the line. All cueing
and cycle controls on the 1000 are electronic.
The tone arm and platter each have their own
B I C motor. Multiple play capability, optional

remote control, machined strobe markings, and
automatic pause mode are just a few more
reasons why the B I C 1000 should be making
music in your system. The sophisticated 1000,
including base, dust cover, and a Shure V15
Type III cartridge costs just $279 as part of a
Sound Ideas system, or $310 if bought separately.
The B 1 C 980 includes all the features of the
960, plus electronic speed control via .a Wien
bridge oscillator - which means that the speed
remains constant regardless of line voltage or
frequency. You can also vary the speed three
percent either way. Again, B I C uses state-ofthe-art advances to bring you quiet, accurate
performance. The B I C 980, including base,
dust cover, and either an ADC Q361 or a Shure
M91ED costs just $199 when bought as part of
a system at Sound Ideas, or $214 when purchased alone.

960

980
1
'

The B I C 960 features a removable record sUp·
port post, adjust!lble cue travel time, comp~nsa·
tion for elliptical or conical styli, and a htghly
sensitive and precise tonearm. This step up in
the B I C line, including base, dust cover, and
either a Shure M91ED or ADC Q361 cartridge
costs just $169 when purchased as part of a
system at Sound Ideas, or $179 if bought
separately.

'I'he B I C 940 platter is die-cast, machined, and
dynamically balanced. Stylus force is incorpor·
ated into the counterweight, and cueing is
damped in both directions. The 940 ·exceeds
the performance of many more expensive .single·
play turntables, yet it gives you the optiOn of
multiple-play. Including base, dust cover,, and
an ADC Q361 or Shure M91ED cartndge,
Sound Ideas' system price is $129, or $145 if
purchased separately.

940

The entire B 1 C line is in stock now at Sound Ideas. Stop by 1624
Eubank NE, just north of 1-40, and listen to the quiet. Sound Ideas is
open Monday and Thursday eveni~gs 'til 8:00, ·
and other days except Sunday unt1f 6:00.
1624 Eubank NE Albuquerque 505-282-1188
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Student Asks Others
To Clean Up Tables

The new kid in the room down the hall of one UNM dorm isn't
going to be your average transfer student.
Swede Johnson, the newly-appointed assoc. provost for student
affairs, alumni relations, and community development, will be
living •. for. about two months, in a UNM dorm-probably Hokona
Hall.
We believe this is an excellent step for someone who will be
working with students next year. We expect his living conditions at
the dorm will not exactly equal those of the students living there,
but it should be a good learning experience fqr him.
In fact this type of learning experience could be applied to many
members of the UNM <Jdministration.
The University registrar could stand in lines or hang around the
tables in Bamjelier East to gauge student opinion-and his
own -of the registration process.
The director of police and. parking services could try cashing a
check at the cashiers' office in Scholes Hall on a Friday when the
banks are closed.
·
·
The University comptroller could try cashing a check at the
cashiers' office in Scholes
Hall on a Friday when the banks are
/
closed.
The athletic director could try, sitting a whole basketball game on
one of the student benches, or better yet, he could forsake the VIP,
Press Box at the football stadium and sit with the students on those
bleachers (and try to understand what the public address system is
saying).
Full professors could sit down for half a day and take the senior
graduation test along with students who hope to become alumni.
We believe in the old adage: walk a mile in their shoes. The administration should not lose track of what it is like to be a student.
Swede Johnson has taken the ·first step toward understanding
the students at UNM, and we urge other administrators to consider
the idea.
IIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIJIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIII
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A Revolutionary Manifesto for the City·
By Martin Nix
This is my revolutionary
manifesto.
The city council to date has not
completely realized the seriousness
and urgency of the present energy
crisis.
1) THERE NEEDS to be a call
for strong law and enforcement of
neon signs. One sign can cost as
much as three transit buses, and
cost $300 a month in maintenance.
The sign industry is a cause of
unemployment,
reduces
the

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
L./lOIGS AN/J
6CNTIEMffl,
I£T5 TALK AN60LA? We'RE
/180/JT N/JAT-01 Alt. EAR5_
AN60/.A.
/JOCTOR!

/

I

multiplier effect, wastes our finan- pump water, package, mine metal
cial resources and wastes steel, for cans, warehouse and retail. We
plastic and electricity. We will need must set up "'municipally or local
those resources in the future. Low business owned greenhouse farms
energy wall signs which use low and we· must encourage conenergy materials should replace struction of greenhouses on top of
people's front yards.
them.
No longer can we afford to use
fertilizer, which is made from fossil
2) THE NEXT energy crisis will fuels, and water for purely
be food. We must make cosmetic reasons. Furthermore, atAlbuquerque food self-sufficient tached greenhouses is the most
and become less dependent upon economical solar collector one can
food trucked from California and buy for household solar heating.
Texas. It takes energy to ship,

f

ANGOLA /d.45A 7MVG5TY.
WE SHOUto HAVE SfJNT IN
MM/N/35. UORL/J 57ABIU7Y
/dAS OEAI.TII SEVt/?8 BLOW
BYA CONTl3MP778/..13 AN/J
COWAI!/JL.Y CONGRESS.'

/!TWAS A DISGRACe!

3) WE MUST solar heat our
homes and insulate our buildings.
Within two years, natural gas will
no longer be used in residential
buildings. The city should set up a
Division of Solar Energy and In• sulation within one of the departments to assist people with
technical expertise and financial
loans.

willing to pay up to nine dollars
and ninety-five cents an acre for
our state-CASH!

The game currently being
played in Santa Fe is a conservative one. Our representatives are afraid to say no to
conservative special interest
lobbies.

This chance may not come
again.

It is absurd to expect them to
say no to the federal government
(a
much
weightier
establishment
than
the
Espanola P.T.A.).
A more realistic idea, and one
that may be more readily accepted in Santa Fe, is to unload
this state on the highest bidder.
bidder.
We stole this land fair and
square and it is ours to do what
we please with. Speculators
from Pennsylvania are presentlY,.

Our legislators are more than
willing to sell out the interests of
the public. I say it's time to sell
the whole shot and get what we
can for it. The price may not be
this high again, so action must
be taken during this current
session.

TJ.ILK ABOIJT OON'T!JQTTl/:. UP
NOW?
TH&S£3 THINGS
\
INSI!Jl3!

If New Mexico can be soid,
we may be able to scrape
together enough money to buy
bus tickets to Los Angeles for
the entire populace. Write your
favorite representative today;
he (she, it) will listen.

DOONESBURY

Charles Carroll

3F.A.

by Garry Trudeau

600/J J/flfflNOON,
THIS IS ':4SK
YOU!! PR&S!!JeNT''!
50 /ll.f5AIJ,

Pl$AGE!

I

IS 7HISJI1Y
PRESI/JfiNT
SP/:W<ING?

'

NO, 7HI515
ti!At.T/31<
CRONKITe.

I

I'M SORRY.
SIR, BUT YOU
HAVE TO AS!<.
ME FIRST. I'M
SCR/3EJJ!N6 0/JT

S) THE.CITY ·continues its overly
ambitious highway construction
projects. In face of the fact that
transportation is 95 per cent dependent upon petroleum and in face of
the fact that U.S. domestic reserves are short, we must start construction of an all-electric transit
system this year. Albuquerque has
about 30 to 40 per cent of its total
retail sales tied up in auto sales and
gasoline sales or, in other words,
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4) THE CITY zohing code must

THAT ti/AS FIJN. OOC, I THIN!<
ti/HATU /de ITS GREAr YOU

(Continued from page 4)

the legislators of our state to be
ready to. take such a proposal
seriously.

be changed to permit conservation
measures and solar construction.
Present zoning codes have set back
and height ordinances which inhibit
construction. Since greenhouses
are apparently the least expensive
solar collector, present zoning
codes should permit their construction. Furthermore, alternative
land use forms should be encouraged on parkinq lots.

''•:

T. Hunt
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we are spending about 300 million a
year on the auto (excluding indirect
cost).
That is enough to purchase a first-class transit system, pay for the
operation cost, and insulate our
h<;>mes. To date, transit has only
received appeasement. Funds for
highway construction must be
diverted.
6) CITY !30VERNMENT has a
large bureaucracy. Too often I've
heard "go. through the proper
channels" as an excuse for prompt
action. The Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments is a
duplication of bureaucracy and
totally irresponsible to the real
needs and concerns of people in·
this city. Information is power, and
COG controls too much information. Furthermore, the city
should abandon these layers of
committees, and instead set up
·more accountable individuals for
decisions. Perhaps, the city should
consider setting up audio persons in
each district to listen to citizens and
help citizens organize. The city
should withdraw from COG.
7) WE NEED TO somehow
make business accountable "for
their actions. There is something
wrong with the way this country
does business. I don't know what
the solutions are, but I feel we need
more dependence upon mediumsize business and small business.
We need freedom from corporate
£lamination of our lifestyle. It is the
energy wasteful big business that
• has gotten us into this mess.
I find it alarming that any
technology which permits you or
me to be economically selfsufficient and self-reliant is not on
the market, and I believe
' deliberately so. The objective of the
present corporate economy is to
keep my life dependent upon big
business for everything. This need
not be so.
The present city policy is to encourage new "base" industries to
locate here; however, there is little
concern on how. money leaves the
city. What I'm referring to is the
multiplier effect.
This effect states that there is a
certain amount of money coming
into the city, and a certain amount
that leaves. The longer that money
stays in the city, the greater is the
employment.
If the city can identify areas of
the economy where money is
leaving the city, and become more
reliant upon local resources, our
u employment rate will drop.

TheNeui

Lucky's Pizza

$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase
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A Revolutionary Manifesto for the City

It Is Abs~rd To Expect the State ...
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Editor:
This is both a complaint and a plea to those who use the SUB cafeteria.
A day has not gone by when I have not had to clean up the trash left by
some inconsiderate person(s) in order to simply enjoy a cup of coffee. It
only takes a second of your time to pick up your cups, dishes, napkins,
coffee stirrers and whatnot before leaving the table. The SUB has conveniently situated trash receptacles all over the place in the cafeteria,
especially by every exit.
-Actually, the SUB should serve as a shining example to the entire city of
Albuquerque in its placement of trash receptacles. For a city which seems
to pride itself for its involvement in environmental concerns, I am appalled
by the litter unconsciousness of its people.
Remember, those of you involved in the bottle bill and all you other intelligent, progressive people; tin cans, flip tops, paper cups, gum wrappers, cigarette packs, etc. do not cause litter-people do!
So, please try and be a little more conscious of picking up after yourself.
I would really appreciate it.
Kathy Crowley

I

\

Editor:
I read with interest the
opinion of Tim Gallagher (LOBO
3-1-77) that New Mexico should
secede from the United States.
Although this idea is hardly
new, it is too much to expect
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Failure to do so as the price of
energy and materials increase, will
result in an increase in unemployment.
There are several technologies
which permit a city to become selfreliant and economically selfsufficient. For example, electric
transit hires local people and uses
local energy (electricity).
The automobile, on the other
hand, is dependent upon non-local
resources; much more so than transit.
For example, greenhouses employ local people, conserve water
for new industrie&, and help us to
become food self-sufficient. Food
self-reliance will prevent the outflow of money to California and
Texas.

waiting is a political issue. There is
no excuse as to why this city
should not have an urban energy
policy before the end of May.

I

~ The Baha'i Faith Teaches:
..
~
·"The beginning of all things is
~

~
~
~

~
~

the knowledge of God."

For information write: Orthodox Baha'i Faith ~
Box4445
~
Albuquerque, NM 87106
ilt
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FISH

Solarizing homes will make our
homes a productive part and not a
consuming part of the economy.
Needless to say, there are a lot of
big businesses who look upon transit, solar energy, and practically
anything we can do for ourselves as
a threat to their existence, and it is.

IT IS UNFORTUNATE that the
city must wait until the food shortage, water shortage, gasoline
shortage,
housing shortage,
natural gas shortage, metal shortage, and capital shortage reach
crisis proportions before there is
any action. This is a prophetic warning, not a threat, but failure to act
now will result in an increase in ·
social tension, and the likely rise of
urban unrest. The situation will get
much worse, and this is only the tip
of the iceberg.

FRIGATE
FULL OF
FRYES

20FOUR
FAMOUS FISH
FILLETS

',,

I

NEW

HUSHPUPPIES

YOU HAVE LESS than two to
four years to act.
The city needs to stop saying it is
state and federal responsibility,
when they say it is yours. Each city
councillor should set up his own
energy task force, and develop
plans for action. We can use
Albuquerque as a national guinea··
pig for conservation, a solar-based
economy, and economic selfreliance. Albuquerque can be a
national laboratory, and we can
show the world.

I

It is unfortunate that you have to
wait for a crisis to do anything. This

Coming
Soon

Italian
Fatso

CWngr:fohn8i]ver~

· ··
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6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS IN ALBUQUERQUE
• 8001 MENAUL BLVD. NE
• 5106 CENTRAL AVE. SE
• 4300 CENTRAL AVE. SW

• 4720 SAN MATEO NE
•1140 JUAN TABONE
• 5309 FOURTH ST. NW

4513 Central NE, 256•!J9S3
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By Lori Lacedonia
The curtain slowly rises. Your eyes are suddenly
startled by a black light effect in ·which 38 students
appear singing "Paddelin' Madelin'," "Lullaby of
Broadway," a jazz number or any one of the top 10
current hits. ·

j U. Bookstore Rates Surpassed by Others
0

By Patricia McGrew
.
The "sell back" rate for books
G
at the UNM Bookstore
is not the
<d
.
.
~ worst possi\Jle rate, as far as other
o universities go, ·but it's not the best,
u
'>'! either.
.n
0
..:.1

~

The bookstore pays students 50
per cent of the publishers original
• list price for all texts· that will be re~ used during the next semester. This
includes hardbound and paperback
texts. These books are then resold
for two-thirds of the original list
;l:

z
£

We BUY,

SELL
&TRADE
These Br~nd·s
&More
Lee
Levi
Wrangler
Rose Hips
Plush bottom
Landlubber
•
Dee Gee
Big Mac
Capezio
Dans kin
Pendleton
Sweetbaby Jane
Plain Jane
Jones New York
Bertha's Bouncing Bananas
Michael Milea Sinclair
La Chatte
Rockmont
San Francisco Shirt Works
Betsey Johnson
Alley Cat
Louis Jeans and Jackets
HbarC
Porters
Climax
Betsey Johnson Alley Cat
Strawberry Plant
GentleTI]en John
The Red Eye
Biba
A Smile
Kennington
Brittania
Faded Glory
Nitya
MacGregor
Bee Wear
L.L.Bean
Gunny Sax
Flo Torontc
Tea Shirt
Arra
Tea Party
Just Emily
You Babes
,
India Imports
of Rhoqe Island
Star of India

Q
I( -~REETLITES
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price; said A. 0. Jackson, manager

used books after the first four
weeks .

9f the UNM Bookstore.

1

Students at Arizona State
University and University of
· 1\.rizdna can get s·Q p"er cent anytime
c!uring 'the semest~r' put they get a
10 per cent bOnus if they sell the
bl:Jok back during finals week. If
,the book wiU not'be used 'during the
.. ne:»t semester,. students. can get
· from one to 40 per cent, depending
on what the wholesaler will pay the
store.

For example, if a student buys a
new textbook for $12 he can sell the.
book back to the store at the end.of
the semester for $6. The store then
resell~ the book for $8.
Hardbound books that will not
be reused, and old editions .of
books that will be reused, are
generally bought by the store at 25
per cent of the original book value.
' This rate depends on whether the
bookstore can sell the pook to a
wholesaler or not. A rate of 15 per
cent is paid for paperbound texts
that will not be reused. These are
then sold in a used book sale during
the semester.

UNM Singers
Dazzle Onlookers
With Production

The bookstore at- the College of
Santa Fe is the only store surveyed
that is run by an independent
company. At this time they do not
buy back books, nor give refunds
on books bought, but they are
looking into the possibility of doing
so sometime in the future.

All books are considered used if
there are any markings in them,
Two other east cast universities,
even if it is only a name. A student
Georgetown in Washington D.C.
receives a full refund on a text if the
and
Temple University in
At Brigham· Young University
book is returned within the first that are reusable, and 'from lO to 30
Philadelphia, also sell their texts for
four weeks of the semester and is in per cent for those that can not be the bookstore gives student 100 per
the
publishers retail and buy back
resold in the store. They have a cent of what was paid if the student
new condition.
reusable books for 55 per cent of
three-week return policy for full sells the books back during the first the list price, but.neither buy back
Jackson said that the rates are refunds, although with a drop slip a four weeks, whether he has his books that they cannot resell.
average, and suggested that they student can get the full refund any name in it or not. They will also Students at both schools have four
might even be better-than-average. time during the semester. They also give a full refund on any item if weeks to get a full refund on books
He said that because students at consider a book used if the student there are no markings or name in that have not been marked in any
UNM do not pay sales tax on texts has his name in it.
the book. They pay 60 per cent for way.
they pay less for their books than
students at other universities. He
said students at· New Mexico
schools are given a longer-thanBy Steve Nolan
average period to get a refund for
no program over the summer) the escort service was
UNM
student was attacked just off
A
month
ago,
a
used 235 times. Caristo said that few people use the
books. He said that one to two
service, but those who do use it over and over again.
weeks was normal for · most campus while she was walking home from an evening
class. Fortunately, the attacker only stole her backThe service will continue because of these people in-·
universities.
pack.
terested in the program, Caristo said.
Since then, when she goes to her house, a few bloc\<:~.
UNM police originally hired six students through
In fact, however none of the away, she is accompanied by an escort from the UNM
the work-study program to form three escort teams,
eight universities questioned in a police department. The escort is one of two teams
with a male and a female in each team. One team was
phone survey by the LOBO charge which make up the Student Security Escort Service
dropped last fall because of the small response to the
program, Caristo said. The male-female combination,
sales tax on textbooks. They all which was initiated on Dec. 10, 1975 by UNM police.
of students • Caristo said, is so that the person using the service will
The
service
was
started
after
a
group
charge the same publishers retail
complained about poor lighting on campus and asked
feeJ.comfortable with the escorts.
price for their texts, also.
UNM police for protection when going to and from
The escort service is open to anyone using the UNM
evening classes, said UNM Det. Pat Caristo, who is in
campus Monday through Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
One of the schools, Lehigh charge of the program.
and Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. At other times UNM
During the 1976 spring and fall semesters (there was
University in Pennsylvania, does
police will serve as escorts.
not buy back texts. Instead they
r;:=====;;========;i
have .a whoolesaler from one of the
publishing companies buy books
directly from the students, usually
for about 50 per cent of what was
paid for it. They give students four
The Jslamic Soc:icty will have Friday prayers every
Prof. Richard J. Griego has been year term, Arts and Sciences Dean Frida)'
' weeks to get a full refund on texts.
atl1:30p.m. in rm. 250-Cofthe SUD.
appointed chairman of the Nathaniel Wollman announced.
The publicity commiuee is looking or arti51S to
University of New Mexico
Griego, a member of the UNM help design the Nizhoni Days poslcr. For contents of
UCLA pays its students 60 per department of mathematics and
poster call James Nelson, zn.J787, or Wilfred Jeans,
cent of the publishers price for texts statistics effective July 1 for a three- faculty since 1966, suceeds Prof. 277-191R:,
Art Steger as chairman.
The National Chicano Health Organization is
Griego recf:ntly was elected a organizing study sessions for the MCAT students
planning to lake the test April30, 1977. For further v
member of the Council of the information
caii27747J I.
American Mathematical Society.
The Orthodox Bahal Faith Th holding firesides on
The 25-member Council is the Mondays at 8 p.m. at 408-D Maple NE.
governing board of the large
The ASUNM craft$ shop in the basement of the
national organization.
SUB offers basic instruction in jewelry, ceramics, and
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SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW

I

This
weekend,
ASUNMsponsered video tape series will be
moved from the ground-floor,
Mesa Lounge to the kiva-styled NoSmoking Lounge on the main floor.
This movement will allow the Mesa
Lounge, which is loca,ted across
from Prontos, to become a
television room.
The SUB has lacked a television
room since last spring when the
P.hase-One remodeling project
converted the former site (Ballroom
Lounge) into the Adobe Lounge.
Asst. Director Betty of the SUB
Betty Neher said that there have
been many requests for a color T.V.
"We decided that there should be a
choice between television and video
tape programs in the Union," she
said.
Another factor in the move is the
declining numbers of students
watching the video tape programs.
Tom Hogg, asst. dean of students
for student activities, said that a
"Flash Gordan" program last year
drew than 350 viewers to the

Daily Lobo
CIQssified
Advertising
Has Moved
(just down the hall)

To

Prof. Jeff Maitland will speak on "An Ontology of
Appreciation: Kant'S Aesthetics and the Prob!cm of
Metaphysics" at 3:30 p.m. today in the philosophy
department library on the fifth noor of the Human~
itics building.

Marron Hall
Room 105
Upc!'l ~J.' ,,rr. ,,, A!·. • ~·rio ~~... ·~·.,:r;.r,.. r ''

Charles "Chuck" Colson, legal couhsclto former
President Richard Nixon will speak at the Hotrmantown Baptist Church tonight at 7:.30. Ht; is promoting
his religious book Born A~:ain.
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2935 Monte \lista NE 265-3681
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PREPARE FOR:

~-~·~·

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES
Denver Center
mer~

Il

431 W. Colfax ·
~
-n.
Denver, Colo. 80204 ( , IUIP
N
303·893·5413
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Call Collect

The SUB has been planned as the new home for the
!ipecial tape series.
Ballroom Lounge, while programs
in the Mesa Lounge have drawn
fewer than 100. He said the Nosmoking Lounge is larger and
should be more· accessible to the
students than the Mesa Lounge.
The video programs, which are
shown Monday through Friday

Outside NY Slate only
Call Toll Free

!

!

Spend

The Arab Student Club
.
ARABIA:N NIGHT

Spring Break

present.~

Food, Dancings and Songs
Time: Sunday March 6, at 7:00 p.~.

Place: On Campus at the
International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE t9J&

Centers in Major U.S. Cities

from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. are
rented from the Video Tape
Network at ASUNM, at a cost of
roughly$150 per week, Hogg said.
The current Program is the shortlived television series, ''The
Prisioner," which will run through
the semester.

At Beautiful San Carlos Bay in
Guaymas Mexico
• 7 Days, B Nights At
La Posada De San Carlos
• Beautiful Oceanfront
Room W/Kitchen
• Welcome Margarita
• 13 LayKold Tennis Courts
• All Tips & Taxes
Check
These
Options

Want Ads

Mexican Food-Specializing In Burritos

~;

'Chere IS IJ difference!!!

.. ,..c;,

Open 7 Days
11 am ~8 pm
Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415' Central Ave. NE
242-0921

I

Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of test~
ing know-how that enables us to oiler the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken. Over 36 years
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. CoJ,Jrses that are conslant:y updated. Permanent centers open days & weekends all year.
Complete tape facilities for revlew of cl4ss lessons and for
use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for missed lessons at our centers.

Lab a

-
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LSAT • GRE • GMAT
OCAT • VAT • CPAT

Admission $1.00 at the door.

J!:OTHING
"- ~
XCHANGE

•
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<,lr;Morf,)~-.1

tM'<J y;ur
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3004 0 Central SE
266-5275
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By Tom Kensler
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Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop
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In the past the Collegiate Singers have sung for
former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller and a
number of governors, high schools, boy's clubs and
even the Red Cross. But the group's popularity didn't spell.
stop there. They have also performed in national and
The Collegiate Singers start doing shows within the
international conventions and have had experience in
first week of school. Miss Hook said "We made our
making T.V. commercials.
name in six months and right now w~ do more shows
The Collegiate Singers who have often been referred than we can handle."
to as "The Traveling Troubadors," are sponsored by
The members of the group practice three times a
the Alumni Association. Their main purpose is to
week
for one hour and receive one credit hour· for their
bring UNM around the state. Each year the group goes participation
in the group.
out of town on a state-wide tour.
Tickets for Spectacular III can be obtained at the
Miss Hook has been member of the Collegiate Fine Arts box office. Admission is $3 fo'r adults and
Singers for two years. She calls her participation in the $2 for students, children and senior citizens.

Tape Program To Move

photography.

The first New Mexican on the
council, Griego will serve through
1979.
Griego earned his bachelor's
degree at UNM and his master's
and Ph.D. at the University of
Illinois.

The Collegiate Singers handle all types of music
with equal dexterity. Each show is a unique and
numbers range from Broadway to Brubeck.

"011e of the nicest parts of the group is that we are
managed by member's of the group. There's no
outside people that run us,'' Miss Hook said.
The theme of the Ccillegi!lte Singers Spectacular Ill
which is .a scholarship benefit, is a multitude of
miracles. The group will present some of their same·
music but new choreography, different costumes and
special lighting affects have been added. Along ~th a
variety of new music that the group has never done
before they will also perform selections from God-

To SUB Main Floor

Griego Named To Head
Mathematics Department

PARTS

This is the Collegiate Singers fourth year of per·
formance. A majority of the 38 students that make up
the group are non-music majors. They are-directed by
John Clark, whom Melanie Hook, their publicity
director described as "one of the finest pianists in the
southwest.''

group a tremendous amount of fun. Miss Hook
considers the group a learning ·experience for an·
amateur group, '' Althaugh we are a very professional
sounding group," she said. The group consists of an
equal number of men and women with most of the
dancing done in couples. Miss Hook described the
Collegiate Singers as the only group in town that does
this type of music along with its choreography.
"Although we do a variety of music, what really
makes it different is Mr. Clark's piano playing and his
many arrangements," Miss Book said. She described
the group as a good experience at performing since
you get to do your own !lrranging and have a group
perform it.

a

Escorts Protect Students

GENERAL

If you're looking for some fast-paced toe tapping
and a variety of entertainment, the UNM Collegiate
Singers will pazzle your ·eyes in their Spectacular III
whic.h will be shown tomorrow night at 8:15 in
Popejoy Hall.
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$79.00
Call Immediately
Space Limited
242·8922

Meal

(24 hrs)
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Air Fare
Scuba Diving

Da The Trick

Train From
Noga

* Charter Flight Available For Groups
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Kennedy's ·children
At Rode,y this Weekend

Weekend Agenda
Stage:
-Kennedy's Children at Rodey
theatre tonight and Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 2:30.
-Bill Daily stars in A Gentleman
and a Scoundrel at the
Albuquerque Little Theater tonight
at 8 .p.m., Saturday 6 and 9, and
Sunday 2 and 8.

TV
7:00-Ch. 4: The Man from
Atlantis.
9:00-Ch. 7: ABC News
Closeup.
Saturday
8:00-Ch. 4: Movie ("Wrath
of God.")
10:00-Ch. 5: Movie
("Ceasar and Cleopatra.")
11:30-Ch. 4: Weekend
Sunday
8:00-Ch. 7: Movie ("The
Gambler.")
8:00-Ch. 13: Movie ("Paris
When It Sizzles.")
·
8:30-Ch. 4: Evening with

-Herioc Exposures, new plays
by Larry Goodell and Bill Pearlman
at the Vortex with 8 p.m. showings
tonight and Saturday.

Music:
-POSTPONED: Fleetwood
Mac.
-"Spectacular III" with the
UNM Collegiate Singers Saturday
at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
-SMU choir at Immanuel
Compiled by George Gesne1
Presbyterian Church tonight at
The UNM Collegiate Singers
7:30.
present Spectacular Ill at Popejoy
-Recital of UNM Seraphin trio Hall on Saturday at 8:15p.m. The
featuring soprano Donna McRae in choir is backed by a live rock band.
Keller Hall Sunday at 8:15p.m.
Their music varies to satisfy
everybody's tastes.

Compiled by George Gesner
THX 1138 takes you to the 25th
century where automatic society is
op:n to ~ttac~. T~e ~ighly acclrumed sc1-fi film 1s d1rected by
George Lucas, director of
American Graffiti and the soon to
be released Star Wars. Showtime is
tonight at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in the
SUB Theatre.
'The Great Dictator features
every~od~'s favo~te comic Charlie
Chaplm m a satire on the Nazi
menace, Adolph Hitler. The tragicmmedy shows Saturday night in the
SUB at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Leadbelly is an earthy biography
of the legendary blues singer that
really knew what roots was about.
It shows at the Guild at 7:15 and
9:30p.m.
Safaris is the Russian science
. t'10n film
·
f1c
1 . bemg
compare d to
2001: A Space Odyssey. It's
showing at Don Pancho's at 7 and
9:30p.m.
What's Up Tiger Lily is vintage
Woody Allen celluloid at Don
Pancho's midniJ>;ht show.
Around the World in 80 Days is

UNDOWN£Ret
ALL NEW
LOUNGE
Now Playing Los Chavos
Tues-Sat 9pm-2am
Gala Night every Tuesday
with prizes and gift certificates
Luncheon Specials$}. 50
Happy Hour 11-7-

Drinks 2 for 1
~anquet

and Private Party
Facilities Ayailable

Price Berryman entertains
Mon-Fri 5:30-8:30
6101 Central NE 265-7575

Katz and Jammers will be
rocking out at the Purple Room for
free in commemoration of the
Fleetwood Mac postponement.
Zozobra cooks Saturday night at
the Purple Room in the SUB with
emphasis on Latin rock. Michael
Anthony will arrive with his magic.
Harpwind soothes the savage
soul and tickles the angel's fancy at
the Grinder tonight.
Anything plays something
Saturday night at the Grinder. The

Ballroom; Joe Newman filled in on
drums as Francis and a lady
demonstrated jitterbug dancing.
The music was great, the humor
rampant, the audience receptive
and appreciative; if only there'd
been a dance floor .... !

BroumQs

the 1956 Jules Verne classic starring
Cantinflas, David Niven and
Shirley MacLaine. The Sunshine
Theatre is showing the balloon
·adventure at 7:30p.m.
Cousin Cousineis a poignant and
romantic French film about distant
relatives who become much closer:
The film stars Oscar nominee
Marie-Christine Barrault and the
movie is up for best foreign film
and best original screenplay. It
shows at 7:55 and 9:45 p.m. at the
·
Lobo.
Christian the Lion is a
wholesome, heartwarming, good,
clean, low key, moralistic and
natural movie. It should appeal to
animal lovers and Androcles. Film
shows at the Hiland at 7:30 and
9:30p.m.

Zardoz is the futuristic midnight
movie starring Sean Connery and
Charlotte Ram piing at the FoxWinrock.
Silver Streak is still rolling along.
It's an excellent piece of entertainment. The general public
proves the reviewers wrong as the

ReGding
Poet Olga Broumas and
storyteller Cynthia Orr will read
their works this afternoon at 1:30 in
the Honors Center lounge. They are
brought to UNM by the ASUNMGSA Poetry Series and the "Coffee
and Conversation Program" at the
Honors Center.

Fox Winroek

:VI idnitc ~how

FRI.-SAT.

I
I
I
I
I

.MIDNITE

dQtes

trio is a refreshing dose of acoustic
music.
The Last Mile Ramblers are
raising cain at the outrageous
Headquarters on Central. The
recording group is instant excitement and the dancing might be
hectic.
Ace
Pancakes
nationally
unknown recording group still in
need of more exposure stops off for
a while at Alfalfas on Lomas.
You'll flip over this band.
Wind & Silver has been back
from the West Coast for a while
which should make W&S fans
happy. Good jazz-soul rock all
through the weekend will be
radiating from the bandstand at
Okies.
The Planets are rocking out at

~

.

ALL SEATS $1.50

the solar system at Uncle Nasty's on
Central. Denise Brisey and her gang
of wild men will rock around the
clock this weekend.
Goldrush is panning out
progressive country rock at the
Apollo on San Mateo near Lomas.
Sky Blue is playing nice 'n' easy
rock 'n' roll at the Hog's Breath on
San Mateo just north of Montgomery.
Howard Brothers are churning
out the country at the Tower Bar on
2nd Street near Osuna.
Stone Brothers can be found
behind the mountains doing their
thing, the Texas swing as well as
good 'ol' country and progressive
country. The band takes requests
from the audience and that's the
Golden Inn way.

movie ls being held over and over.
Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor, Ned
Beatty, Jill Clayburgh, Patrick
McGo~han, Scatman Crothers and
Ray Walston star ~t theM Plaza at
12:30, 2:55, 5:15, 7:30 and 9:50
p.m.
Monkey Hustle is a black comedy
about conmen in Chicago. Yaphet
Kotto and the gang star at the M
Plaza at 12:30, 2:10, 4, 5:50, 7:40
and 9:30p.m.
Network is a tragic look at the
hectic world of television. William
Holden is the old guard news
director. Faye Dunaway is the
program director. Peter Finch is the
prophet (profit) newsman. Robert
Duvall is the network henchman,
and Ned Beatty is president of
Network. UBS is fighting for the
ratings at Los Altos at 7: 15 and
9 :30 p.m.
Rocky should win an Oscar for
movie, actor and supporting actor.
Sylvester Stallone follows in the
footsteps of Hoffman, Pacino and
Nicholson in this film about the
Italian Stallion who gets his chance.
The film shows at 7:40 and 9:55
p.m.
Fun with Dick and Jane stars
George Segal and Jane Fonda in a
comedy romp of a young couple
that turns out to be a mild version
of Bonnie and Clyde. Showtime is
7:45 and 9:40 p.m. at the Cinema
East.
The Sentinel will scare you to hell
or scare the hell out of you.
Demonic possession is a big movie
idea nowdays and Sentinel
capitalizes on it. It's showing at the
Cinema East at 7:15 and 9:.05 p.m.
The review appears on page 11.
Silent Movie is a zany comedy for
all you Mel Brooks fans. It features
a lot of cameo performances. The
person who wrote· the dialogue is a
genius. Silence is golden at the
Eastdale at 7:15 and9 p.m.
Noon Til Three and Burnt

Offerings are showing on one ceaseless excitement and a thousand
screen at the Galeria Twin at 9:40 subplots; this is it. The pneumonic
and 7:30 p.m. Wizards reviewed on plague is spreading at the Louisiana
page 11 toned down compared to Blvd.
the prev10us Fritz the Cat series. It
shows at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
The Voyage of the Damned is a
The Cassandra Crossing as a · gripping tale about Jewish exiles on
movie may seem impossible and the ship of shame, The film is in
ridiculous, but if you want to be troubled waters at the Louisiana
entertained with an all-star cast
Blvd.
=-===--"='-"=-=-""'"---=•"----'=.::.:...-----------
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Friday
THX l1138
Directed by George Lucas

Saturday
Charlie Chaplin's
The Great Dictator

SUB Theatre
7:00pm 9:15 Adm.1. 00

Students

$1.25
Every
Mon.&
Tues.

Wed., Mar. 2 thru Tues., Mar. 8
Jules Verne's

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS
(Color) 1956 Cantinflas, David Niven,
Shirley Maclaine

Fri. 7:30 Only, Sat. & Sun. 1:30 4:30 7:30

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

-Charles Champlin,
LA. Times

GSA Party
Tonight ·
March 4th
At The

Golden Inn

North Hiway 14
8:30- 1:30

2trrH CI~N1'URY·FOX f'll.ESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

And A
Country Western Band
All Grad. And Law Students Welcome
Bring Student ID

Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Comp(Jscd and Conrhlr'tcd by ANDHEW BRLI,{NG

Tonight at
7:45 9:30

~
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ALBERT SCHWARTZ • IMRE J. ROSENTHAL
PRESENT
A FILM BY JEAN·CHARLES TACCHELLA

MARIE-CHRISTINE BAARAULT • VICTOR LANOUX

0

Gaumont·Fil:ns Pomereu • Northal F1lm Dtst. Ltd.
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Tonight At 7:55 9:45

MARIE· FRANCE PISIEA 0 GUY MARCHAND
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"THE SLEEPER OF THE YE.AR! Audiences
revel in the glow of the romance."

FREE BEER
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Band

Misc.:
-Film, Summerskin by TorreNilsson, in Rodey Sunday at 7:30
p.m.
-"An · Onthology
of
Appreciation: Kant's Aesthetics
and the Problem of Metaphysics"
in the philosophy library, 3:30 this
afternoon.
-Albuquerque Main Library
benefit book saie today at the
library from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Admisdon is $1.50.

-

~

Jozz ·Perform once ·Fluent
Concert Review by Thomas Lin·
dsey
To a nearly packed Popejoy
Hall, the Newport Jazz Festival All Stars
gave an
immensely
pleasurable and fluent "History of
Jazz" concert Tuesday evening.
Although their "history" was more
obvious in its omissions than in its
inclusions, it was nonetheless·
beautiful. Pianist Teddy Wilson of fine solos in the ensemble
gave ·elegant solo tributes. to the numbers.
Duvivier in his ''evolution of the
music of composer/pianists Fats
Waller, Duke Ellington and George bass" presented the styles of such
Gershwin. Louis Armstrong was bassists as Billy Taylor, Ron
praised in song and tale by Joe Carter, Ray Brown, Stanley Clarke
Newman imitating "Pop's" voice and Eddie Gomez; he gave special
I"When You're Smilin' "); then tribute to Ellington's master
Newman's trumpet led the septet in bassist, Jimmy Blanton, on "Jeep
New Orleans style Armstrong Is Jumpin'"-a tribute also to
tributes on "Struttin' With Some Johnny Hodges as reedman/emcee
Bar-B-Q" and "When The Saints ·Bob Wilber played Hodges lines on
Go ... " (this latter had the theme of alto. On soprano Wilber paid
the Coleman Hawkins/Thelonious homage to Hodges' lyrical exMonk
tune
"Riff. cellence with "Warm Valley."
Other highlights featured the
tide/Hackensack" as a humorous
elegant
trombone
of Vic
tag.)
Dickenson, (sometimes playing
Octogenarian jazz violin master New Orleans tailgate or tripleJoe Venuti was a special treat both tongue effects for a laugh);
as soloist on "Sweet Georgia Drummer Panama Francis gave a
Brown" or duetting with bassist demonstration of bass drum effects
George Duvivier on Dvorak's in swing and rock styles plus stories
"Humoresque"; Joe also did a of his days as house drummer at the
little country fiddlin' and a burich ''Home ·or Happy Feet,'' the Savoy

I.
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a wedding picture
a still-life by an unpromising artist
a picture of you holding Milli<'>
in front
of our old house in Detroit. You're
wearing that old coat that got stored
in the closet till the cat shit on it
and we threw it out.

INEL\., IT \NO(l.KS 1tJ
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BATHI«Mi~ •••
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Improvisation

Arts
&

.

Forum

a shot of me with that old Gibson.

Pen

a picture of me, my three brothers
and father in Farmington, i972 and
we hadn't seen each other in years.

&
Ink·

a picture of you with that goofy
look you thought was ugly, but I
wouldn't let you take it down
'cause I liked it.
you left it,
along with the others
and they nail me to this chair;
they watch me
and ask,
what happened?
(Bob'Spiegel)

There once was a paranoid schitz
that was put in restraints in a blitz.
When the attendants looked down
at the poor patron's gown
They saw that the schitz had
the shits.

Cream in my coffee .
Tears in my head.
My first chance at love
I spilled it on the bed.
(Rudy Valentine)

Ahhh ....
He pointed his long tube at her
bushy mound and suddenly
sprayed it for what seemed like ten
minutes. He backed off, chuckled
and sprayed again while she
moaned.
He laughed.
"I've run out of insecticide and
this fern has aphids all over it."
She moaned again.
"My husband gave me this plant
for Christmas and the damn thing
A Piece of Cliche
has to be sprayed off by you people
Crisp air that invigorates.
So is men's lingerie.
from the plant shop at least once a
Summer
turned fall.
week.''
And songs about San Francisco
.
Bay.
He picked up the potted fern and Fallen to winter, and it's cold.
went out to his truck to give it a
Iambic Pentameter is quite passe,
"I could write songs," the boy
quick dash of fertilizer.
And
we all say, "Have a nice day!"
thought.
Or make a point not to.
(O.M.) "Or poetry."
He begins to write.
Forward we march

Rare ...vet so well-done 1
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Put the sun to .work;

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....~lt~·s~b~eenlazytoolong!
The Place· To Be This Weeli.end: ·
Is The

••••,~
In The Student Union Buildbtg
Basement .

Friday, Mai•ch 4
Jam With The Katz

D!l

~

Will the magazines buy it?
Oh, if he only knew,
He'd copyright his bright remarks
And publish quite a few.
'
Thinking ...
·Wh~n I feel like giving up,
I ththk only of my eyes
Mirrored with a lover's,
And the infinite ventures
Therein reflected.

As up grows the larch,
And Buckingham Palace
Boasts guards that are phallic.
So stiff and upright!
And with furry little hats.
What would Sigmund say?
Probably, "Humans are hopelessly
. Cl"li
.•
IC e.P•
After all, they all make love.
Or bust_ass trying to .

"Cliche. It's all just fucking cliche
romance
That should only bl! found in
effeminate's libraries
And money-making material of
martyred music makers."
Thinking, the young man comes
up with .
This idea.
"Well, my***** may be awkward,
But at least they won't shout
'C1iche!' "
Confusion is ~Iiebe.

"It's pretty incoherent," the boy
thought.
''I wonder if it's negative or
positive?"
A friend witnessed hjs confusion
And seemed amused that he had'
joined others
In asking, "What is life?"
The friend's reply was
"BUT DAMN! WHERE IS THE
QUESTION?!"
To this question, the young man
can only reply,

"Yes."

Saturday, March S
Magical Music By

IIIIIU

Specials

And Magical Stunts By

Mon- .Pri
All Drinks

IDCBII,D!BIIt
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Sat - Till 9 pm
Sun - Till 7 pm

UNM Students With ID--50¢
t•••hlic--s1. 00
· .
J-»t•cscu ted lly
ASIJ.N~JI-»opula .. IDntc••taiumcnt Co~~tmittcc

Review by Richard Hughes

:~

Fent ,,.~.~~..,~!!ght?
T.he Sentinel incorporates the same theme as did The Ex6rcist and The
Omen; that is, the battle between inhabitants from Hell and the angels
from Heaven over the soul of an unwitting mortal.
The Sentinel is based on a young model's glamorous life, her boyfriend,
a lawyer, and her frequent jaunts into what appears to be madness, but
develops into a tug of war with the supernatural forces of good and evil.
The New York City model attends ller father's funeral and the memories
of his past escapades with women bring back her feelings of repulsion, an
attempted suicide and start the nightmare. A new brownstone apartment,
the reclusive blind priest watching from the attic window, encounters with
non-existent tenants, brief fainting spells and reoccurring noises from the
unoccupied apartment above, all add to an almost suspenseful and unclear
P,.lot.
..
•
The Sentinel drags on to the end, when the pace heightens, but is ruined
by a poor display of grotesque human figures characterizing evil. The
blind priest's final battle- between good and evil is incongruous. The
special effects distract from the authenticity of what sliould have been a
pbwerful moment.
Like most movies about good and evil, The Sentinel is no exception
when gi:JOd prevails. This movie. was made to cash in on the success of The
Exorcist and The Omen. Invest your cash in some other movie.
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Pancho Villa tequila

Last Mile Ramblers
Are Back
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Sherlock Holmes
Review by Douglas C. Taylor
In searching for a word to summarize my feelings
about this production, I find it extremely difficult to
avoid the obvious. I hate to say it, but the show was
elementary. I felt entertained, yet that was tile extent
of my global feelings following the production. The
show was a group of elements which never combined
to an acceptable whole.
Ian Trigger, playing Sidney Prince, is a good
example of this. His protrayal shone as a single
element of appropriate and consistent acting, keeping
to the style of the play. Arthur Conan Doyle's style.
was melodramatic, that is, characters were stereotyped
as good or evil. With such a dichotomy, stylized acting, denoted as melodramatic, should have been
utilized constantly. The major characters did this only
towards the end of the play. This was like seeing the
first run-through, when a recency effect makes it seem
that little or no attention has been paid to the first act.

Tues thru Sun
Every Tues, Wed, Thurs

Ill •

Holmes Revisited
painful glare from the staircase railing. These are more
problems indigenous to touring to strange theatres
rather than ones concerned with general design--a
point for forgiving, but not forgetting.
As previously stated, I was disappointed by the
interpretation which director Tony Tanner allowed to
evolve. Kurt Kasznar as Moriarity was disheartrening.
I felt no fear of him as the Evil Arch Rival of Holmes.
The scene in Holmes' chamber ended with him looking
like the bumbling Commander Fitzhugh of "Land of
the Giants." Prior to the last scene, I did not feel this
was the man who pulled Holmes off the Rei chen back
Falls. The last exchange convinced me otherwise. Pity
I had not seen more of that attitude in the previous
'
scenes.
All of the actors seemed to be hampered by their
accents. It was difficult to follow the action at times.
This could have been due to spar<!eness of communicating gestures, but it may have stemmed from
the characterizations. Characterization is necessary,
but it is not solely sufficient, for communication. John
Michalskias (Holmes) did his best acting, as did all of
the rest, in the final scene. He established an energy
level as the old man which did not depart even in his
kiss of Miss Faulkner (Allison Moore).
I think that the minor characters portrayed better
melodramatic characters than the major ones did. The
gas chamber scene was enlivened by their stylized
grasping for Holmes as he spoke to them--something
unheard of in reality.
In summary, I found the play lacking in some
aspects of execution, but I am forced to admit that I
was entertained. I feel a bit cheated of what it could
have been, but consider it worthy in its own right as
entertainment. No matter what one does, one can
easily think of something that would have made it
better.

This W eeli.s: Ace Pancali.e
lftliftiiflliiifiilli

Wottld like to invite everyone to hear

KATZ AND JAMMERS
At the Purple Room--At no cover charge-On Friday, March 4
.
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All Bar Drinks soc 7·9 pm

Coming March 14
Ray Wylie Hubbard

HEADQUARTERS
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Concert Concepts Presents

JANIS IAN
TOM CHAPIN
·

and

Monday March 7, 1977 8:00PM
Kiva Auditorium- Convention Center
Student Discount Tickets
e
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MeJdc:o's most famow name Is Jlmerlc:a's most
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Concert to May 10, 1977;
The ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
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Albqs. No. 1 Progressive Rockin
Country Headquarters

FLEETWOOD MAC
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Anyone expecting a gooc) science- 0
fiction flick coming to life through 0
animation will be quite disap- Pl
Despite these defaults, the film is pointed. So if you must go, expect ~
viewable on its own . Saturday- something a bit silly, and take your r:0
c::r
mourning-cartoon level. There are kids along.
0

The film draws heavily on the

*

Pl

(JQ

some funny parts, and all the
z
characters
are
typically fl)
nauseatingly cute or. refreshingly ::;:
3::
grotesque.

Because of the rescheduling of the

A Fine Dr!nking Establishment

' "'<';, '

Instead of using total animation,
Wizards very often uses . other
footage that is touched up. to
simulate cartoons. This does not
work well as these inserts fit in
awkwardly.

soc

~

I

Wizards is an animated featurelength film about the future battle
between magic and technology.
Unfcirtunately, the magic army
rarelY'· :uses magic, and the
technologists use little more than
gunpowder. • bissapoinling to say
theleast.
· ·
·

Nazis to represent the evil
technologists. The good guys
(fairies, elves, and wizards) are all
right out of Disney. Neither group
shows much character development, and all are overly
stereotyped.

'

Reg. Bar Drinks

OpenFt•oin
7:30 p.tn.--1.2:30 a.1n.

.'"0

If Ever, o Wiz Dere Wos

The atmosphere created by the sets was reminiscent
of the old days of wings and backdrops because of the
features painted rather than built on to the set. This
should signal the appropriateness of large grandiose
gestures rather than smaller "realistic" ones. The set's
lack of props did not seem a liability because of the
_general use of all areas of the stage by the actors. The lighting was adequate, but I find fault with
the scene at Moriarty's chamber. The scene started at a
subdued level of light which gave a touch of reality to
its being "underground." Sneaking the level up did
not maintain, and in my estimate, destroyed the effect.
There seemed to be a few areas in each scene that
needed a touch of light to place them with the rest of
the set.
During the "gas chamber" scene, I was struck by a

2Forl

Hot & Cold Sattdwichc§
Hot & Cold Dt'-illlis
Will Be Set•ved l:c~ Tbe
D£LI-BAR

'

We dance in the rhythm of our
thank;s
· Harmonious with the spirit
of this moment
in relatiqn to all moments
We flow with time
It feed's our memory
and we do not have to make
monument of it,
the importance is remembered
in practice,
. and above our expectations of
return
is a giving that motivates itself.
(El!jine Briley)

media

.I was good then; what happened?
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Pictures on my walls
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Netters Play Colorado

By Carol Pavletich
4 and Oklahoma State 7-2 In the
The Lobo netters, recovering Texas tourn<!ment, but suffered a 5:S from a 2-2 split in last weekend's 4 loss to West Texas State, and took
_g" tennis tournament in Corpus a thrashing by Texas Christian
o Christi, Tex., head for Boulder, University 9-0.
;, Colorado, this weekend to pl<!Y
'iii Colorado University and UNM's All American Tim Garcia
0 Oklahoma State University.
lost his first match of the year to
"'

t
I .

~
I

I

/

g _T!_!h~e~~~

~

Garcia is now 5-1 in the season.
Garcia, Gary and Ronnie
Wheeler, Jeff Chavez, J<!Y Penny,
Mike Owen and Mike Palmer are
the Lobos competing in Colorado
this Saturday and Sunday,

"'

'

Free Soccer Clinic
To Be Held at UNM

A free soccer clinic for women 18
years oldandolderwillstartat9:30
a.m. on Saturday, March 5, on the
Johnson G"ym fields.

----~-----~-------....---------------------..,....-----

Tankers Compete in WAC Meet
By Carol Pavletich
The Lobo men swimmers are
· competing in Tucson, Ariz., in the
Western Athletic Conference
championships which started
yesterday and will conclude on
Saturday.

s;:;R,an~d~y~~~=""ij~~6-~3~.r;ii~ijrif;~ii~~-:;;g~MBii~~-B;:y;;;;;;;:::;:::;;;;;;;;;;;c;o~n~ta~c~t~L~e~eJackson· at 266-1469.
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Sixteen men from UNM hope to
glide past the seven WAC schools
competing for the conference title,
but Lobo freestyler · Frank Allen
says, "It'll be real hard to crack the
top two· of Arizona and Arizona
·"''""""""''''·'' State_. They're about impossible to
beat.''

"

z"'

In a relay one swimmer touches and the next takes off.

Spike Dykes, who spent the last offensice line .. His first year under
five years as as an assistant coach at Darrell Royal was spent as a freshthe University of Texas, today was man coach.
named defensive line coach for the
A native of Lubbock, Tex.,
University of New Mexico football Dykes will replace Del Wight who
team.
recently resigned to take a coaching
"Spike has been with a great position with Winnipeg of the
program at Texas and he brings a Canadian Football League.
lot of fine experience to our
Dykes graduated from Stephen
department," said Lobo Head F. Austin' University in 1959 and
Coach Bill Mondt in making the began his coaching career as an
announcement. "He has a lot of assistant as Eastland, Tex., High.
enthusiasm and we feel fortunate to After tenures as an assistant at
get an individual of his caliber into Ballinger and San Angelo Central-the Lobo football program."
both high schools in Texas -- Dykes
Dykes spent the past two seasons became head coach at Coahoma,
as head defensive line coach for the Tex., High in 1964. ·
Longhorns and the two years prior
After two seasons at Coahoma,
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Sports ·
Farrar
missed
Olympic
qualification by only fractions of a
second last year. He is swimming
with the Lobo squad this season,
and teammate Allen said, "He'll
(Farrar) really help us out. He's got
a phenomenal amount of talent.''

Patno in the 200 butterfly,· and 3::
Tom Smith in the 400 individual ><
()'
medley.
0

"'

t:l

Farrar has not qualified for !:?.
nationals because he sat out last '<'
r
season.
0

.

0'
0

Betton before taking over for a
three-year stint at Big Spring High.
In 1970 he moved to Alice, Tex.,
where he won the Class AAAA hidistrict championship.
As head coach at four schools
Dykes compiled a 58-28-1 record.
He is also a past director of· the
Texas High School Coaches
Association.
"I'm just tickled to death to be at
the University of New Mexico,"
Dykes said. "I was very impressed
with the university and I feel like
Mondt certainly has the football
program on the upswing. I was
highly impressed watching the

~

fudia Night
Will be celebrated on
March 15 at Woodward
Hall147

.,......n
•.J>.

....'-0
....,
....,

fudianFood

The Lobos finished fourth last
The UNM swimmers are looking
year behind the Arizona schools for at least a third-place in the
and Utah.
WAC championships and are trying
to qualify as many individuals as
Allen said, ''Utah and us (UNM) possible for NCAA championships
ought to beat them because ·Larry to be held March 24-26.
Farrar is back.''
Several UNM swimmers have
Farrar, the UNM senior
already
qualified for nationals
freestyler and All-American in the
50, 200 and 1650-yard freestyle, sat including, Wes Baca and Dave Feld
out- of WAC competition last in the 200 breaststroke, Brian
season to train for the 1976
Olympics.

Lobos Hire Football Coach

.

II>

00

:;;

by local women soccer players.
Rules and fundamentals will be
taught. Participants in the clinics
can also find out about joining a
soccer team.
For more information people can

,.

"<:1

will be served from
5:30 to 6:30p.m.

Movie
Kanchenjunga
shown at 7:00p.m.
Admission is 1150 each

Laba ~ Eirill

'

Student Diseount

10«Vo

'on Any L\Ical
Ur Sandwich

a p.m. until Midnight

Laaa PHRRMRC
We Serve All Your Needs 7 am- Midnight
243-5601

Yale & Central

iJ'N MR~'Qb; 'CI ~ b'Pia;·~~TR~~~'t~ lf llll~A\l~ 11:2111U~\

~'
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_By David Belling
. Attention all people -.yho _have no
Idea as to what rugby Is!Listen up
~~d I shall tell you a tale. Of course
11 IS about rugby.
In a rugby game 15 players battle
up and down the field as they try to
advance a bali similar to a football
across a try-line. They must advance the ball forward but the bail·
can not be thrown forward. The
basic game is running and passing
the ball to the side while advancing
it.
Scoring in rugby occurs in three
ways. You can carry the ball across
the try-line and down it for four
points. After this there is a conversion which is a kick at the goal
which counts two points if sueccssful. Three points are scored for
a field goal which is a dwp kick on
the run or a kick in certain penalty
situations.

T.he players do not wear pads.
dunng the game, even though th~
game can be rough on the players
bodies. .
.
.
Rugby 1s played m two 40 mmute
half, with a five-minute halftime.
There are no timeouts during the
game and there are no substitutions
for players, even for injured
players.
Well, if a game like this sounds.
interesting to you then you should
know about the UNM Rugby Club.
The club has 20-25 members.
The club starts its spring season
on March 26 in Las Cruces with
games against clubs from New
Mexico State and Texas-El Paso.
The UNM Rugby Club, which is a
member of the_ Rio Grande Rugby
Union, will play seven games this
spring.
Richard Brown, a club member
said the reason he likes rugby is

because, "It's more. than just a
game. The basic idea of rugby is to
have a good time and I have a good
time. It is a way to get away from
everything for a day."
Brown said, "Rugby is gaining
popularity worldwide."
The club practices every Tuesday
and Thursday on the old baseball
field which is south of University
Stadium. Rugby is not a NCAA
sport. ' Brown said the lack of
·recreation fields at UNM causes a
problem for the Rugby Club.
The UNM Rugby Club receives
some money from ASUNM for
equipment but the players must pay
their own traveling expenses.
Anyone interested in joining the
UNM Rugby Club or who wants to
find out more about it can contact
Richard Brown at 265-1061.

Albuquerque S Plantroom

This Week

Assorted Herbs
Reg. 98¢

Now69c
266-7025

500 San Pedro

(Corner Of Zuni and San Pedro)

ATIENTION SOPHOMORES!
ANA VY COMMISSION
IN JUST TWO YEARS

' _.,

. -;

When it's 6 weeks into the semester
and 34 books have just arrived for a class of 35
•••it's no time to get filled up.
-

Ne,\N Mexico
Daily Lobo

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Travel, adventure & career opportunities
Please place the following classified advertisement in· the New Mel(ico
D'a~y lobo
tim'e(s) b!!glnning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Servi.ces: 4. For Rent; &
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
Enclosed $----'-Placed by _ _ _ _ Telephone

Lite Be.er from lVIiller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.
©1976 The Miller Brewing Co. 1 Milw.aukee 1 Wis.

'

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

Heceil'c !J;lOO/month tax free during Junior and
Senior vears
' Free N~val Science Textbooks and Uniforms

.. co'to Newport, HlwcJe Island lhissllllllllCJ' lor~ix
Wl'l'h training (expcn~es pl,us sal a!')' paid b)· the
:\a,-y)
.
For details please stop al the Naval Science Buildin'g
on the University Campus.
Al'l'LICATH)N DEADLJNE April2, HJ7'i

720Yale NE

277-3744 or 277-3745
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Wyoming Victory
~ Shoots Down Lobos

Baseballers Play 5 Games

0'1

......

--r·
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By David Belling
Wyoming's largest lead of the
.o
The UNM basketball team lost its half was 15 points. Near the end of
slim chance at a share of the · the half UNM Head Coach Norm
~Western Athletic Conference Ellenberger went with four guards
championship last night when they and Wil Smiley in an effort to cut
0 were defeated 82-64 by Wyoming in down the Cowboy lead. The
u Laramie.
halftime score was 44-34 in
The Lobos spent most of the Wyoming's favor.
Z: night chasing the Cowboys as the In the second half the Lobos put
~ last time the Lobos held the lead. the pressure on Wyoming but they
z was at 14-13.
could never get closer. than two
...,· One of the keys to the game was points down. Dan Davis scored on
"" rebounding.
The .Cowboys a turnaround jumper to make the
~ outrebounded the Lobos· by a wide score 60-62 hut after that the Lobos
tJ.o margin. In the first half Wyoming were outscored 20-4 the rest of the
pulled down twice as many boards way, including 14 straight points by
as the Lobos. Wyoming was Wyoming at one point.
constantly getting second shots at
The leading scorer for the Lobos
the basket off of offensive was Marvin Johnson with 18
rebounds.
points, Cooper added 14 and Dan
The Lobos took the lead at 14-13 Da,vis had nine points, coming off
on a three-point play by Michael the bench.
Cooper. But then Wyoming took
High-scorer for the Cowboys was
control of the game as they reeled Pat Flanigin with 18 points.
off 12 unanswered points. Lobo
The Lobos are now 8-5 in the
turnovers and bad shot selection WAC while Wyoming improved its
contributed to the spurt.
.-"record to 7-6.
0•
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A Progres>ive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over ·
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup 'N Scripture
6:30,p,m. Fridays: Singing Group
.
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing
Personal Counseling Always Available

t

t

At The United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas N.E., 247-0497.
Positive, joyful, and Christian

.

CHILD CARE DURING APS BREAK

April4--8 8:00 a.m.--5:00p.m.
$15. 00 for the week
for children grades 1--4
For More Information
Contact 277-5528 (Dorothy Davidson)

First Come--First Serve
Open
Sundays

FISH RANCH
Supplies 20% OFF

Gold Angels ........... 99•
Marble Angels ...••.••.• 99•
Scissor Tail. ........... 99•
Black Mollies ..•..••.• 311.00
4" Knife Fish ..••. , ..••. 3. ••

Offer Good
Thru March 7

White Clouds •.•••..•. 411. 0'
Ass. Angels .••...••..•• 79•
Ass. Africans •.••••• 99•·1. ••
10" Large Oscar .•..••.. 9. ••
Sm. Severum , ••..•..• 311.0'

Will take trade in on Aquariums
We buy used Aquariums
1425-B San Mateo NE 26Q·9778

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor

Ro.,est15 cents pet word per day, one dollar mlolmum. Rdvl!-ttl~emel1tS·tun ~ve or
mote coosecuUIIe da,Ys with no cho.nge11, nine cen~s p!!t wotd ·p~l do.~ (l'lo tefunds
If co.ncelled before. five lnBettlons). Clo.sslfled advertls.ements must be paid .In
o.dvo.nce, ffio.HO/l Hall Room IOSoe by fT!O.II to <:lo,sslfled Advettlslng, UNm 8ox20,
Albuquerque, Nm 87131.
·

·Personals
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Lobo Kyle Rutledge slides in sate at second on a steal.
the mound for the Lobos.
Capelli said he wasn't worried
about playing this many games
because, "We've enough people

that we have to see what they can
do." He also said that there are a
lot of young pitchers on his staff
which need work

WAC Meet Faces Wrestlers
By Marty Zimberoff
The UNM wrestling team opens
up competition today in the
Western Athletic Conference
tournament finals in Tucson, Ariz.
Although eight Lobo grapplers
will fight to beat last year's lastplace finish, UNM will begin with a
poor start having to forfeit the 118
and 150-pound weight classes.
UNM has had trouble filling the
118-pound position all season.
· UNM Wrestling Coach Ron
Jacobsen said the team looks better
and that he has "all the confidence
in the world" in the Lobo team.
"We have a good bright future,"
said Jacobsen.
The UNM matmen will take on
Arizona, Arizona State, Brigham
Young University, Colorado State,
Wyoming and Utah in the WAC
tournament.
UNM's Butch Escalante and
Gary Hines are favored for winning
individual titles. The UNM squad is
3-11 for the season and will travel
The Brigham Young wrestler gets down low as help at·
to Norman, Okla., on March 17.
tempts to take down a Lobo.

Women Tracksters
Open Outdoor Season
Susie Vigil ran the mile in 5:06, the
first time she had ever run it for
time, and Anita Marsland highjumped5-4.
The mile relay team took second
in the Jaycee invitational with a
4:02 clocking. Team members were
Cindy Ashby, Cindy Hagg, Lisa
Bibbs, and Connie Joseph ..
Butler said she will also use the
meet as a "time trial for the
Albuquerque Relay Meet,'; which
will be held March 11-12 at
University Stadium.
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NONSMOKERS CLUB! 89].0131. 4/6
ROY, DON'T GET any ou ya on youi- 21st.
B&M. 3/4
DIANE: HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a legend in her own
mind, from the gang at the morning bitch
session. 3/4
NEED YARD DAILY for dog, Monday-Friday.
Good playmate, spayed, will contribute. Genie, 2667528. 3/10
UP AGAINST THE WALL? Christians who claim
answers are willing to share them with you. Wed~ ·
ncsdays and Fridays, 7-9 p.m. St. Paul's-Unlversity
Chapel, 2920 Campus Blvd. N.E, 3/4

Lost & Found
FOUND; SMALL PURSE near Yale & Central.
Describe& clnim in rm, 131, Marron Hall. 3/7
LOST: ONE PAIR men's ski gloves in Chern or
Physics bldg. Call268-8323 & leave message. 3/7
FOUND: KEYS ON RING, near Yale & Central, on
2/28. Describe& claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall, 317
LOST~ MAN'S WATCH. Silver & turquoise band in
Zimmerman Library restroom, Friday 2/25. Reward.
Mike,277~669. 3/8
HELP: LOST GLASSES. Racedriver plaslic fr:::mes,
clear brown, white. Orange-ish cloth case, Beth,
Anne, 266-8893. 3/9

Services
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 8425200. tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977, 3/11
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Po:dro
S.E., 265.0335. Color TV's, 1ape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10~0
discount for students with ID's, Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 3/1 t
TYPING,
TYPING,
TYPING:
296-8564.

1ST QUALITY, 883·7787, 4/6
EDITING, Call Kim, 266·9037, 3/4
M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-c.1mpus.
3/31

1972 VO~yp STATION WAGON: AC, radio,
radials, excellent condition, $3,_?QO.OO. Call299-4067,
883-8128. 3/10

Fot Rent
GAY APTS·, FOR RENT. Have 2-bedrooms, also
bedroom!;:, Couples welcome, Cai12S5-2!86. 3/4

WANTED: Quiet, serious, female student to share 2·
bedroom apartment. Cal1266-2287, 3/4
BEST ONE BEDROOM furnished apartments, One
block to UNM. $150,00-$180.00, bills paid. Adults,
no pets. 255-2685. 201-209 Columbia S.E, 3/4

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS
1 Carnelian's
relalive
5 Louis---·
Metis'
leader
9 Separates
1 4 In surplus
1 5 Advantage
16 Nearly
17 Solilary
1 8 Act of
strenglh
19 Mideast
Arab
20 Michigander's
neighbor
22 Less relined
23 Plant
24 Lose one's
balance
25 Rescind
28 Some
singers
32 Outstanding
people:
Slang
33 Kind ol
peach
34 By means of
35 Ash recep·
tacles
36 Start an
engine
37 Chums
38 Small child
39 Separate
40 Teams
41 With noisy
violence

43

\IYayne a,nd

I~

277-2434, 3/9
ROOMS ON CAMPUS: 612 Univ. N,E. $85.00plus
utilities. 247-4875, 277-2434, 3/9
A DELUXE 2-BEDROOM in luxury coinplex, only
$220.00, !-bedroom, $175.00, Pools, saunas, party
room, 883-9220. No pets, 3/4

Employment
PART-TIME jQB; Sales, fle'>ible hours, good pay,
Call; Phil Franczy:k, C,L,U. 292-2830. 3/B
OVERSEAS JOBS summer/year-round, Europe,
S, America, Australia, Asia, etc. AU fields, $500.00$1200,00 monthly. Expenses pajd, sightseeing, Free
inform.·Write: International Job Center, Dept, ND,
Box4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3!1S
BABYSITTER NEEDED: days & evenings, near
University. Page, 265-3304, 3/9

(D

The UNM Ballroom Dance club will meet Friq
March 4 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB ballroom.

lkginning instruction will be·from 7 to 7:30p.m.
Applications for the United Da11ghters of the
Confederacy Scholarship are now being accepted.
Applicants must be lineal descendants or a Confederate veteran. Contact the scholarship office no
later than March II,
Applicatim1s for the Edward Grisso Memorial
Scholarship will be accepted until March ll,
Applicants must be a junior male student who h.as
made improvement in his grades during his
sophomore year over his freshman year.
Bcllehaven Elementary School is in need of games,
magazines, children's books nnd photo supplies.
AnyonC intere5tcd in donating these items should c1111
298·1430.

PACKAGE STORE CLERI( WANTED, Mon-Fri, 9·
4. Must be 21. Heavy lifting involved, Apply at
Ned's, 4200 Central S,E, 3/10

The New Mexico Wheelmen are scheduling bicycle
rides every Sunday morning at 9, There is a two-hour,
slow paced ride and a four-hour ride for more e·xperienced riders. The staning point is Popejoy Hall.
For further information call264-1232.

KAITANA J.C.C. SUMMER DAY CAMP in
Manumos. Now interviewing A&C, nature, campcraft, music, d<lnce-, water safety, recreation
specialists; & counselors. Salaries competitive. Rob
Etigson, 2~5-3644, after 6 p.m. 3/11

Women Studies is now accepting applications for
part-time positions in Women Studies for ran, 1977.
Those with backgrounds in Economics, Ed11catlon
and lnuoduction to Women Studies are urged to
apply. Pick up nppjjcatlons in Women Studies,

Wednesday Puzzle Solved:

Shusler's
forte
4 4 Gaelic
language
45 Actress-···
May Whitty
46 40 winks
49 Mad
53 Mountain
nymph
54 Pageantry
55 Report
56 Combine
57 Fiber
source
58 Used in the
mouth
59 Removes by 11 Street
ings
shaving
1 2 Agreement 39 Wears away
60 Serve
in pitch
40 Approximately
61 Of sound
13 Incite
42 Household
mind
21 Creeks
43 Lived out22 Metallic
doors
noise
45 Unclean
DOWN
24 Emit light
spirit
25 Defeats
4 6 Business
1 Card game
firm: Abbr.
badly
2 English
26 Put on
47 Square
valley
record
footage
3 Tear
27 Numerical 48 Yukon or
prefix
4 Visionaries
Guam:
5 Second cup 28 Cause to
Abbr.
ol coffee
ring loudly 49 Deal out
6 Good exam- 29 Avoid fulfill· 50 Scarlett
ple
ing
O'Hara's
7 Actor
30 Made angry
home
Richard···· 31 Impertinent: 51 Impetuosity
8 Allow
Informal
52 Omit
9 Grouping in 33 Witch
54 Butter
twos
36 Clutch
quantity.
I 0 Precipitous 3 7 Olive stuff.
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WVago.n
Makers of- Hand M•de

BABYSIITING BY GRANDr,IOTHER w/Norlh
Valley llome; fenced lawn, swings, quiet dead-end.
345·2964. 317
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable rates. 298·
7147. 3/7
EXPERT TYPING, 2664567. 3/8

For Sale
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicy~:Jes-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00. 441
WyomingNE,255-5987. 3124
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7.37 a
month. 25.5~7534. Jn

Tracksters
Start Early
On Saturday six members of the
Lobo track team will get an early
start on the outdoor track season
when they go down to El Paso to
compete in the El Paso Relays.
The first official outdoor meet
for the UNM team will not be for
two more weeks.

J,l "•ll.,rli..lfl

Applications for the position are available in
Marron Hall room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Applications must be returned to Marron Hall
room 131 no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 30, 1977.
-The Student Publications Board will select the
l~""ew-Mexico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
II moeting. The new editor will assume responsibility for the paper Monday, April18.

CONTACTS?? CA~EY OPTICAL Company, 255.;
8736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call26.5-2444 or com~
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LAST CHANCEl -Spring '77 textbooks will be
returned to pub~slwrs beginning 'March 7. UNM
Bookstore. 3/4
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
availat:lle for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN
IF YOU'RE BLONDE & were at LobG game,
2f26/77i wearing maroon jacket, brown pants, tan
sweater &. boots, w/two friends; please call Joseph
Alan, 266-7105, after4:30 p.m. 3/7

.

By Ed Johnson
The UNM women's track team
gets its first taste of outdoor
competition when they compete in a
local AAU meet at University
Stadium at 8:30a.m. Saturday.
"We'll work on all individual
performances this weekend," Head
Track Coach Barbara Butler said.
During the indoor season they
competed in meets that Butler
wanted the women to use as tuneups for the outdoor season.
During these "tune-ups"two
school records were broken, as

SUMMER SUBLET; 5-bedroom house on campus
with fall option. 612 Univ, N,E., $350,00, plus
utililie~. 247~4875,

On Saturday the Lobos will play
three games. At 10 a.m. the Lobos
will meet Regis College of Denver
in a single game. The Lobos were
originally shceduled to meet Regis ·
last Wednesday but the game was
cancelled due to bad weather
conditions. Starting at 1 p.m. the
Lobos
will
play
another
doubleheader against the Colorado
School of Mines. All the games
Saturday will be played at Lobo
Field.
The Lobos are 3-1 on the season.
On Friday the pitchers for the
Lobos will be Rob Hoover in the
first game and Jack Hollis will put
his 1-0 record on the line in the
second game.
Head Baseball Coach Vince
Capelli said he didn't know who
would pitch against Regis on
Saturday .but in the other two
games Rick Connell with a 1-0
record and Jack Wilson will be on

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bedroom house w/unoppressivc man. $100,00/mo.
inc, utilities, 265~3854, Steve. 3/8
WANTED: GARAGE. 265-2425, 3/8

Cle1ssifieds-

On Friday the Lobos will meet
the Colorado School of Mines in a
doubleheader starting at l p.m. at
Lobo Field.

;3

United Campus Ministry

306 Stanford S,E, Share h.ouse, $105.00/mo, 266391 I. 317

This weekend the UNM baseball
team will play five games in two
days.

Number 4 ..• of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond
Engagement R·ings
in the World.

REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive turntable. Also Sansui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers, Assume payments· of $7.87 a month. For
informaticA cal1255·1S35. 317
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhGlc, zlg-zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine. 255-7.534. 3/7
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY; brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume payments, $7,00 per month. New
guarantee, 255-7.535. 317
ACOUSTIC 150.105 GUITAR amplifier, $600,00.
Lifetime warranty. 247~3574. 3/7
BEFORE SPRING SALE. Latest style denim jackets,
$6.00· sweatshlrts,.$3.00: 3-pc. denim suits w/ves_t,
only $25.00; (limited amount available): nt California
Fashlon Outlet, 2318 Central S.E. 1 266-6872. Across
from campus, 311
17\ VW SUPER BEETLE. Good condition, 255•
6880. 317
SHERWOOD 7210 stereo receiver, Excellent con·
dition, perfect mid·priced stereo, 898·8856,
eves. 3/7
NEW PANASONIC AM-FM stereo record player.
298-3663, after 5 p.m. 3/7 '
'73 Cadillac Eldorado, $6,000.00, '74 Plymouth
Satellite, $2,300.00. '75 Ford Ornnatla, $3,800.00.:69
Ford van $700.00, 173 Mercedes, $14,000,00, 74
Mercedes' $16 000.00. 174 CndiUac Eldorado,
$6,250,00°, 'Two' '74 Hondn motorcycles, $1,000.00
for both, Citizens Dank, 298-8777, 317

Open Under
New Management

Star Barber
Shop
Any Type Hair Cut

.:~

(Free Hair Analysis)

OUR OWN TERMS
BANKAMERICARD
M,ASTEACHARGE

Wulk i11 or i\ppoilllllll'lli

255-0571
3007 Monte Vista NE
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GO.OD PRICES
ARE JUST THE BEGINNING
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IMMEDIATE
INVENTORY
ELIMINATION
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WE ACCEPT:
HOURS:
BankAmericard
Friday 10·6PM
Mastercharge
Saturday 10-6PM
&Cash
Sunday 11-5PM
Don't Forget About
262-0858
Our 10 Month No
Interest Layaway
Our inventory is overstocked and we must move equipment!
We will have the lowest prices on everything in stock so. don~t
miss your chance to get that stereo equipm~nt you've been waiting for!
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RECEIVERS
Pioneer SX450

'..\
(

Compare this price!

r

.

.~

S148

Sharp styling
3 way system

E.C.I. 1254 H

High power

4 way speaker
Walnut cabinet

S389

Marrantz 1030

Marrantz Imp. 5G

Amazing integrated
amp

2 way speaker
Bass ported

S129

Pioneer SA 9500U

E.C.I.1556

High power For less

5 way speaker
15" woofer

S345

Sansui 551

Pioneer CS99-A

Dual speaker
outputs

S145

Pioneer SX636
Dual tape moniters
Incredible sound

S189

TAPE DECKS

S1Q9

.sgg
ssg
S159

Direct drive
Pitch control

Shure V15 TYPE Ill
Solenoid cbntrol

S175

sgg

15" woofer.
5 way system-priced to move

Fully automatic changer
Audio Technica 910 cartridge

E.C.L 12·75

Pioneer PL 530

Great for a dorm
3 way speaker

~49

CAR STEREOS

Fully automatic
Direct drive

HEADPHONES &
BLANK TAPES
KOSS PRO 4/AA

S139

Professional headphones $
Monitor quality Low price

Certron ST-45

Medallion 65-496
In Dash Cassette
, AM & FM Radio for only

sas
s1g pr.

Auto stop Auto Rewind
Cr02 biasing Low price

51/2" dual cone speakers
Great sound
Lowest price

Superscope C-76

Pioneer TP7000

Portable cassette
Condenser mike

In Dash 8-Track
Pushbutton tuning

Pioneer RH-60

Medallion 65-554

8 Track Deck
Fast Forward

In Dash 8-Track
In Dash trim pad

Hi outputtape
·.
Best quality Best price

Pioneer TS-690

Scotch Chrome

1 45

TEACA-400
Amazing Features
Front Loading

'

---

Best Price

...
S275
·
.

6x9 Dual cone speakers
Excellent Sound

s_gg

Sennheiser H0400

Pioneer TS160

5

36

8-Track recording tape
45 Minute tape Modest price

Bigston BSD 300

Best Buy

SS

P.E. Com.1D

Bass and treble controls
Loudness contour FM muting

Sound on Sound
10 Free rolls of Scotcr. 207 tape

s.

B.I.C. 1000

Ferrite heads
Compare this price

s349

Fully automatic changer
Best buy of the year

Pioneer PL 510

Pioneer KP500

Dokordor 7100

Belt Driver),
·
Sharp Styling: Compare this price

BSR2260

TEACA-2300

s379

s73

Pioneer PL 112 D

B.I.C. Formula 4·

Pioneer SX850
Low price

TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS
.

Ught weight
Excellent high end

· S19

Pioneer SE 205
Closed phones
Moniter quality

Compare prices

Maxwell UD-35·90 ·

S15 pr.

Chrome cassette tape
For the Best high end

SS 50
•

S2. 7.9

